
Would-be Trouble for a Candidate: 

Older, Twice-Divorced Smoker 
 

The best news for the 2008 presidential candidates is that none of them is a 72-year-old 

twice-divorced cigarette smoker. But even by itself, each one of those attributes is a 

significant potential pitfall in the coming campaign. 

 

Being a Mormon is a hurdle as well, while this ABC News/Washington Post poll finds 

that two other widely noted attributes of current candidates – being a woman and being 

an African-American – have no net negative impact on voter preferences.  

 

Among all these, age stands out. Fifty-eight percent of Americans say they’d be less 

likely to vote for a candidate who’s over 72; just three percent would be more apt to back 

someone that age. John McCain turns 72 in August 2008, three years older than Ronald 

Reagan when he was first elected president in November 1980. 
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ABC News/Washington Post poll

  
 

Next on the list are being a Mormon (as is former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney), 

with 29 percent less likely to vote for one; being twice-divorced (Rudy Giuliani), with 26 

percent calling that an impediment; and being a smoker (Barack Obama is trying to quit), 

a negative for 21 percent.  

 

By contrast, as many people say they’d be more likely as less likely to vote for either a 

woman or an African-American candidate, giving those attributes no negative impact. 



 

The extent to which any of these attributes ultimately hurts a candidate remains to be 

seen. The chief reason is that politics is comparative; voters don’t assess each candidate 

in a vacuum, but in comparison to his or her opponents. It’s hard, for example, to imagine 

that many voters who strongly support Giuliani on the issues would fail to back him 

solely on the basis of his repeat trips to the altar.  

 

A good candidate, moreover, can defuse negatives. In a debate on Oct. 21, 1984, during 

his re-election campaign, Reagan famously countered questions about his age by 

quipping that he wouldn’t make Democrat Walter Mondale’s “youth and inexperience” 

an issue in the campaign. (Reagan was 73 at the time; Mondale, a former vice president, 

56.)  

 

Similarly – in the face of polls in which 21 percent said they wouldn’t vote for a Catholic 

– John F. Kennedy addressed his religion in a celebrated speech at the Rice Hotel in 

Houston on Sept. 12, 1960: “I am not the Catholic candidate for President. I am the 

Democratic Party’s candidate for President who happens also to be a Catholic. I do not 

speak for my church on public matters – and the church does not speak for me.” 

 

Still, personal attributes can matter. Kennedy was elected in 1960 by the narrowest 

popular vote margin in U.S. history. In 1980, 12 percent of voters called Reagan’s age 

“very important” in their decision, and three-quarters of them voted for Jimmy Carter. 

That race wasn’t close enough for those votes to make a difference, but in another contest 

it might – particularly in a primary, in which personal attributes can matter more because 

the candidates tend to have more common ground on the issues. 

  

MORMON – A positive sign for Romney is that objections to voting for a Mormon have 

eased a bit – from 35 percent “less likely” in December to 29 percent now. At the same 

time, these views may be hard for him to address entirely, because they’re strongly held, 

and cut to personal religious beliefs.  

 

In a follow-up question, among those who said they’d be less likely to vote for a 

Mormon, six in 10 said there’s “no chance” they’d do so – the equivalent of 18 percent of 

Americans saying they wouldn’t vote for Romney solely because of his religion.  

 

Reluctance to vote for a Mormon is broadly based, albeit highest among young adults and 

evangelical white Protestants.  When asked, in an open-ended question, their reasons, 

most said they disagree with the Mormon religion, are unfamiliar with it, or – in an echo 

of the Kennedy objections – worry about influence of the church in politics. 

 

DIVORCE, SMOKING, AGE – Compunctions about voting for a 72-year-old, a smoker 

or a twice-divorced candidate also are broadly based. Concern about a twice-divorced 

candidate is higher among conservative Republicans, all Republicans and churchgoing 

white Protestants – potential problems for Giuliani in a tight primary. 

 



With a smoker, objections are highest among better-educated adults, Westerners and 

Republicans. And objections to an older candidate are somewhat higher among women 

than men (as well as among Giuliani supporters vs McCain supporters).  

 

SEX AND RACE – Being a woman or an African-American, as noted, are as much an 

attraction as an impediment. In particular, 27 percent of blacks say they’d be more likely 

to vote for a black candidate, as do 19 percent of liberal Democrats and 17 percent of 

young adults. A woman candidate is most attractive to young women (37 percent of 

women under 30 say they’re more likely to support a woman); blacks; liberal Democrats; 

young adults of any sex; and women of any age, particularly Democratic women. 

 

Reluctance to vote for a black candidate peaks (at 13 percent) among Republican men; 

concerns about a woman candidate are highest among conservatives, Republicans and 

evangelical white Protestants. 

 

As with people less likely to support a Mormon, this poll asked those less likely to 

support a woman why they felt that way. Most either say they didn’t think a woman 

could do the job, or a man could do it better; among the rest, 15 percent specifically said 

they don’t like Hillary Clinton. 

 

METHODOLOGY – This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone 

Feb. 22-25, 2007, among a random national sample of 1,082 adults, including an 

oversample of black respondents. The results have a three-point error margin. Sampling, 

data collection and tabulation by TNS of Horsham, PA. 
 

Analysis by Gary Langer. 

 

ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com at http://abcnews.com/pollvault.html. 

 

Media contact: Cathie Levine, (212) 456-4934. 

 

Full results follow (*= less than 0.5 percent). 

 
19. On another subject: I’m going to read a few attributes that might be found 

in a candidate for president. Please tell me if each would make you (more 

likely) to vote for that candidate for president, or (less likely) to vote for 

that candidate, or if it wouldn’t matter.  

 

2/25/07 – Summary Table 

                                                            Wouldn’t     No 

                                          More     Less      matter      op. 

a. someone who is a woman                  14       13         72         1 

b. someone who is black                     7        6         87         * 

c. someone who is a Mormon                  4       29         66         1 

d. someone who is over age 72               3       58         39         * 

e. someone who has been divorced twice      3       26         71         1 

f. someone who smokes cigarettes            2       21         77         * 

 

Trend where available: 

 

a. someone who is a woman 

 



           More likely   Less likely   Wouldn’t matter   No op. 

2/25/07        14            13              72            1  

12/11/06       17            14              69            *  

5/8/88*        10            25              64            2   

*AP 

 

b. someone who is black 

 

           More likely   Less likely   Wouldn’t matter   No op. 

2/25/07         7             6              87            *  

12/11/06        9             7              84            *  

5/8/88*         5            27              66            3  

*AP 

 

c. someone who is a Mormon       

 

           More likely   Less likely   Wouldn’t matter   No op. 

2/25/07         4            29              66            1  

12/11/06        3            35              61            1  

 

d-f. No trend. 

 

 

20. (IF LESS LIKELY TO VOTE FOR A MORMON, Q19) Is there a chance you’d vote for 

a Mormon for president, or no chance? 

 

            Yes     No     Depends (vol.)     No opin. 

2/25/07      34     60            5                *  

 

 

21. (IF LESS LIKELY TO VOTE FOR A MORMON, Q19) You said you’d be less likely to 

vote for someone who’s a Mormon. Why do you say so – what’s the main reason?  

 

                                                      2/25/07 

Disagree with/uncomfortable with/dislike Mormonism      39 

Don’t know enough about Mormons                         12 

Worry about influence of Mormon Church                  11 

Not true Christians                                      7 

Multiple wives/polygamy                                  6 

Too conservative                                         6 

Too much like a cult                                     3 

Prefer a specific non-Mormon candidate                   2 

Discriminate against minorities                          1 

Discriminate against women                               1 

Other                                                    6 

No opinion                                               6 

 

 

22. (IF LESS LIKELY TO VOTE FOR A WOMAN, Q19) You said you’d be less likely to 

vote for someone who’s a woman. Why do you say so – what’s the main reason?  

 

                                       2/25/07 

Don’t think a woman can do the job       31 

Think a man would be better              27  

Don’t like Hillary Clinton               15 

Weak on security                          3 

Don’t know of any qualified women         9 

Prefer a specific male candidate          3 

Other                                    10 

No opinion                                2 

 

***END*** 

 


